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The Maritime Intelligence Report Series focuses on:

• Operational risks in areas of instability which could 
affect the safety of commercial and private vessels and 
personnel ashore and at sea.

• In country reporting on key countries where civil con-
flict are directly impacting on maritime operations; and

• Reporting and analysis of incidents of terrorism, pi-
racy and other related criminal activity.
 
MAST has a global reach and presence, delivering first
hand, accurate and exclusive intelligence. MAST is
entrenched and committed in continuing to support
and promote the awareness of the very real risks that
seafarers and other stakeholders face.
 
This Intelligence Report Series is a brief snapshot of
MAST’s Intelligence capabilities. MAST Intelligence
specialises in providing clients with a suite of products 
and services, including; political and economic risk 
analysis, detailed port and vessel security briefs, vessel 
passage plans, threat and risk mitigation and travel risk 
management.
 
Working closely in conjunction with a host of experts,
MAST Intelligence offers a market leading service per-
taining to all maritime affairs.

Follow MAST on LinkedIn and Twitter  to keep abreast 
with these insightful weekly reports and more — in-
cluding real time security updates.

Editor: David Rider
www.mast-security.com

12th April 2017

Issue 71 of the series reviews, analyses and threat assesses the fragile and conflict affected 
coastal states Libya, Somalia and Yemen. The Mediterranean migrant crisis, incidents affecting 
maritime security and influencing maritime news are also reported and analysed, focusing on 
the keys theatres of maritime instability.  
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“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”

Indian Ocean Region 
A Chinese navy ship supported by an Indian navy helicopter thwarted an attack by suspected Somali pi-
rates on a Tuvalu-flagged merchant ship, India’s defense ministry said on Sunday. The ship, known as OS 
35, was reported to be under attack on Saturday. The Indian defense ministry said four of its navy ships 
in the vicinity responded to a distress signal from the ship and reached the bulk carrier early on Sunday.
It said the crew had taken refuge in the ship’s strong room once they learnt they were under attack. The 
pirates appear to have fled before the naval vessels arrived. 

Incidents:
1. MV reported a vessel closed to a distance of 1nm from their 
bow with additional four skiffs seen on their starboard beam at 
a distance of 0.5nm at 0315 UTC in position 14:20N 053:11E, 
approx 111nm NW of Socotra Island, near Point B, IRTC. Four 
POB sighted on each skiff with weapons. AST showed presence 
and the vessels moved away. Vessel is SAFE. Reported April 9th 
(UKMTO).

2. MV approached by a skiff with pirates, came under attack and 
was boarded at 1310 UTC in position 14:02.9N - 051:40E, close 
to Point ‘B’ in the IRTC, around 135nm NW of Socotra Island. 
Master and crew stopped the engines and located to the Cita-
del. The MV was left drifting. Reported 8 (UKMTO) Apr.
At 0432 UTC in position 14:02.5N - 051:37.9E, vessel back under 
control of Master and now underway to next Port of Call and 
under Escort. Reported April 9th (UKMTO).

Pirates flee hijacked dhow, take 9 crew with them
Galmudug state forces attacked the hijacked Al Kausar dhow 
on April 10th, forcing pirates to flee. The state forces rescued 
two hostages but pirates escaped with another nine and are be-
lieved to be in the Hobyo area. 

Somalia’s Pirates Are Back in Business
In the past month, there have been six suspected piracy inci-
dents near Somalia, five of them successful, including three in 
the last week. That’s compared with zero successful attacks in 
2016. Three more maritime incidents off the coast of Somalia’s 
Galmudug state, where suspected illegal fishing vessels paid 
“fines” that may in fact have been ransoms, suggest that piracy 
has rebounded on a scale even larger than previously reported.

Iranian navy to redeploy warships in Atlantic Ocean
Iran’s Navy Commander Rear Admiral Habibollah Sayyari an-
nounced the country’s plans to expand its naval presence in 
international waters, and underlined the Iranian warships’ re-
deployment in the Atlantic Ocean, according to Iranian media 
reports.

Threat Assessment
To read MAST’s current Threat Assessment on the Indian Ocean 
Region, please click here.

Hijack
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Somalia
At least 10 people were killed in the capital of Somalia on Sunday 9th when a suicide bomber tried to as-
sassinate the newly installed commander of the country’s army, witnesses and officials said. The bomber 
tried to ram a vehicle into a convoy carrying the commander, Gen. Ahmed Mohamed Jimale, outside the 
defence ministry in Mogadishu, where he had just taken his oath of office. Media reports state that 13 
others were killed during the incident. 

Control of Somali territory (February 2017) Source: Wikime-
dia Commons

Soldiers killed in training camp suicide attack
A suicide bomber dressed in an army uniform infiltrated a train-
ing camp in Mogadishu on Monday 10th and killed at least nine 
soldiers, according to officials. The bomber, posing as a mili-
tary trainee, walked into the camp and detonated explosives 
strapped to his waist.

Five suspected Al Shabaab militants executed 
Somalia’s semi-autonomous Puntland region on Saturday 8th 
executed five people it said were Islamist militants responsible 
for killing three senior government officials last year, a military 
court official said.

Key Al Shabaab Commander Killed
AS commander Bashe Nure Hassan was among several militants 
killed on Saturday 8th during an attack in Kuday, in the southern 
Somali region of Jubaland, Somali military officials said. The op-
eration was conducted by the Kenyan Defence Force and Somali 
National Army elements.

Somalia’s President Declares War on Shabaab Militants
The President of Somalia, Mohamed Abdullahi Mohamed, de-
clared war on the Shabab militant group on Thursday 6th and 
offered amnesty to fighters, whom he referred to as “brain-
washed youth,” if they surrendered within 60 days.

Minibus Hits Landmine, Kills 20 in Somalia
Twenty people were killed when a minibus hit a landmine in 
southern Somalia Thursday 6th, according to local residents and 
officials. The incident happened outside Golweyn village, about 
22km from the coastal town of Marka.

Al Shabaab
• Kenyan Defence Forces (KDF) killed a senior Al Shabaab com-
mander while repulsing an AS raid on Kuday village in Lower 
Jubba region, on April 8th.
• AS militants fired mortar shells into the Wadajir district of 
Mogadishu on April 7th. The shells hit residential areas, killing 
three people and wounding five others.

Analysis 
The proposed increase in military operations by the US will 
likely see a swift response from AS, who continue to target 
AMISOM and Somali National Army forces with ambushes and 
Vehicle Borne Improvised Explosive Devices (VBIED) in the cap-
ital and outlying areas. 
AS has proven they can still strike in the heart of the country, 
and it is unlikely that US air strikes will do much to curtail this. 
The three reported hijackings off Puntland have reaffirmed the 
ongoing threat to shipping in the region. These incidents have 
inspired other pirate groups to go back out to sea. Illegal fish-
ing remains an issue and will continue to be cited by pirates as 
a motive for their attacks. 
Threat Assessment
The spate of recent hijackings and attacks continue to under-
line the threat posed to shipping in the Gulf of Aden and off the 
coast of Somalia and particularly Puntland. 
A lack of adherence to BMP4 protocol, particularly not main-
taining a safe distance off the coast, has increased risks to ship-
ping.  BMP4 advises: “non-Somali fishing vessels should avoid 
operating or transiting  within 200nm of the coast of Somalia, 
irrespective of whether or not they have been issued with li-
cense to do so”. Merchant vessels would be wise to maintain 
the same distance from the coast if possible, particularly en-
suring that the Socotra Gap isn’t taken.
All vessels are advised to update risk assessments and register 
with UKMTO/MSCHOA prior to entering the Indian Ocean High 
Risk Area.

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”
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Control of Yemen territory (9th April 2017)

Source:  Wikimedia Commons

Yemen
Yemen’s Houthi-appointed “prime minister” has resigned from his post to protest what he has report-
edly described as “interference” by Houthi officials in his governing duties, according to Yemeni sources. 
According to sources close to bin Habtoor, the Houthi-appointed PM decided to tender his resignation 
after Houthi militiamen stormed the headquarters of the General Authority for Social Security and Pen-
sions in Sanaa on Tuesday April 4th.

Yemen police foil suicide attack on Aden checkpoint
Yemeni authorities released footage on Sunday 9th of the killing 
of a would-be suicide bomber moments before he detonated 
his explosives at a checkpoint in the southern city of Aden.

Coalition forces destroy Houthi vessels off Hodeidah
Yemen media report that coalition warplanes destroyed a num-
ber of fishing vessels believed to be smuggling weapons to 
Houthi forces off Hodeidah on the evening of Wednesday 5th. 
13 people reportedly died during the strikes.

Port reclaimed, Parliament set to move to Aden
Yemen’s Hadi government, in a move to accelerate its restora-
tion of state institutions, will transfer its Parliament to the in-
terim capital of Aden, as well as start reconstruction projects 
and operations at Mokha Port.

AQAP/ISIS
• A US air strike killed two AQAP militants in al Bayda governate 
on April 9th. 

Threat Assessment 
To date, Houthi maritime attacks have used directed weapons 
systems such as radar guided missiles and a Command Minus 
Sight remote control vessel. Sea mines present an indiscrimi-
nate threat, as a Yemen Coast Guard vessel discovered on 
March 10th when it struck one, killing two crew.  It is unknown 
whether the mine was moored or grounded as is the method 
of detonation. Sea mines can be subject to free movement if 

cut or poorly secured. As issued in the  UKMTO Advisory Notice 
001/FEB/2017, Masters should consider increasing vigilance, 
maintain the furthest possible distance from the Yemen coast, 
transit the Bab el-Mandeb Strait during daylight hours and use 
the western TSS wherever possible.

The sophistication of the remote controlled speed boat which 
successfully targeted a Saudi Frigate on January 30th demon-
strates a high likelihood that the Iranians are sponsoring innova-
tive Asymmetric methods to challenge the Saudi-led blockade 
operating in the Southern Red Sea. 

Approaches against merchant vessels by small, fast boats con-
taining armed men indicate that the threat to shipping remains 
high; the motivation of these actors is not known - they may 
be AQAP or Houthi affiliates – although the incident involving 
the Galicia Spirit should be taken as a significant warning of the 
possible outcome of allowing a small craft to approach a MV un-
challenged. The incident on March 13th (please see our Indian 
Ocean Region section) confirms that the Gulf of Aden remains 
high risk.

MAST recommends BMP measures be enforced and watches 
strengthened during transits in the region. In the Gulf of Aden, 
MAST’s advice is to steer clear of al Mukallah and remain in 
the IRTC, where warship protection is more likely. Attacks off 
Al Mukallah in 2016 and recent activity indicate that the risk to 
merchant shipping from threat elements within Yemen remains 
high.

Houthi 

Pro Hadi Government Forces

Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP)

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”
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UN Verification and Inspection Mechanism for Yemen (UNVIM)

The UN’s Secretary-General has decided to institute a UNVIM for the facilitation of commercial imports to Yemen, at the request 
of the Government of the Republic of Yemen and in line with Security Council resolution 2216 (2015). 

UNVIM is operational with immediate effect. Shipping companies or vessel owners shipping commercial goods or services to any 
port not under the direct control of the Government of Yemen (Salif, Mokha, Hudaydah and associated oil terminals) need to ap-
ply for permits upon departure of the port of origin of their cargo. For further details click here.  

UN arms embargo imposed by UN Security Council Resolution 2216 of 2015 is in place.  

Port Aden:  

 • The port of Aden is under the protection of the Republic of Yemen security forces. 

 • Curfew in effect for Aden, 2000-0600 daily.  

 • Merchant vessels wishing to enter Yemeni ports must first  apply for a permit through the Yemeni Ministry of Transportation; 
contact: yemen.transport@gmail.com for more information. 

 • Final clearance to enter Yemeni ports (with permits in place) is authenticated by the coalition guard ship. 

 • Aden is the only port in Yemen currently able to facilitate container vessels.  The container terminal has recently increased it’s 
capacity. WFP note that eight vessels were discharging at berth with 5 waiting at anchorage.

Port Salif: Capacity 2 berths.  Operating at capacity.   

Port Hudaydah: 

 • Capacity 8 berths. 

 • Only 1 of 5 shore based cranes in partial operation, container vessels highly recommended to have their own internal cranes. 

 • RSNF is utilizing a holding area 60 NM west of the port of Hudaydah for all vessels attempting entry into Salif or Hudaydah. 
Inbound vessels should plan on holding within this area prior to receiving clearance from port control warships. 

Port Mokha: Status - Closed: Currently classified as ‘Not Safe’ (North of England P&I, Jan. 12th 2017).

Port Al Mukalla: Capacity 2 berths. Al Mukalla port was liberated on the 23/24 April by the Saudi-led coalition and southern 
resistance.  Port officials have advised that port operations resumed on the 26th April.     

Port of Balhaf: Status - Closed: LNG terminal remains closed. Now under control of Saudi and Yemeni forces.

Port of Ras Isa: Status - Closed. Safer oil terminal remains closed, Safer Company (SEPOC) does not allow vessels to berth at 
Safer Marine Terminal if they do not have an agreement signed by them according to the protocol between buyer and Yemeni 
government. 

Yemen Ports
The Yemeni government is renovating the Mokha seaport in the province of Taiz in order to prepare 
it as an alterative entry point for humanitarian aid to enter the country ahead of an offensive by the 
Saudi-led coalition and Yemeni army troops on the Houthi-held Hodeidah seaport on the Red Sea coast. 
The state-run Saba news agency has quoted deputy minister of transportation, Nasser Sharef, as saying 
the restoration process is in full swing and that Mokha, Al Mukalla and Aden seaports will be ready to 
receive UN humanitarian aid soon.

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”
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Mediterranean 
IOM reports that 29,811 migrants and refugees entered Europe by sea in 2017 up to April 5th, with over 
80 percent arriving in Italy and the rest in Spain and Greece. This compares with 172,353 through the 
first 96 days of 2016.

Migrants Being Sold Openly into Slavery in Libya: UN
According to the U.N.’s International Organization of Migra-
tion, west African migrants are being traded in open slave mar-
kets in Libya. A Senegalese migrant’s testimony to an IOM em-
ployee states that after the sale, the migrant workers are taken 
to makeshift prisons. The captives are made to work with no 
remuneration and meagre meals and the captives’ families are 
often called and threatened for a ransom of around 300,000 
west African francs, or US$472.

One migrant found dead as 1,350 rescued
Italy’s Coast Guard and humanitarian ships rescued 1,350 
migrants in 12 separate operations in the Mediterranean on 
Thursday 6th, with one person found dead. The migrants were 
all located in an area some 25km (16 miles) north of the Libyan 
coast, traveling in one large boat, five dinghies and 6 smaller 
vessels, a Coast Guard spokesperson told Reuters.

700 migrants rescued off Libya
Some 700 migrants and refugees were rescued at sea on 
Wednesday April 5th by humanitarian groups operating res-
cue ships off the coast of Libya, Italy’s coast guard said.

Libyan coastguards kill four human-traffickers
Four suspected migrant traffickers were killed in an exchange 
of gunfire with Libyan Coast Guards off the western town of 
Zawiya on Thursday 6th, the navy told Libyan media outlets.

The current migrant smuggling situation
MAST sources continue to suggest that Sabratha remains a popu-
lar migrant departure point, although clashes with fuel smuggling 
gangs remain an issue for human traffickers operating in the re-
gion.   
While March 2016 saw three times as many migrants cross the 
Mediterranean compared with 2017, news that up to a million 
African migrants are believed to be “in the pipeline” from central 
Africa and the Horn of Africa has prompted the EU to try to speed 
up migrant processing in Italy, where most migrants land.
The number of Nigerians reaching Italy via Libya has risen from 
9,000 in 2014 to 37,550 in 2016 and this figure is expected to 
increase significantly in 2017. Efforts by the EU are now focussed 
on ensuring African nations take back citizens who are refused 
entry to Europe. 

Map depicting major migrant routes in the Mediterranean (April 10th 2017).  Source: UNHRC 

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”

    Migrant crossings 2015-2017. Source:  UNHRC
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Libya
The fuel and gas committee has launched The Mediterranean Storm Operation that means to cut off the 
routes of international smuggling gangs that are smuggling Libyan fuel offshore and elsewhere. “The 
operation will see a cooperation between the naval force and the air force in Libya,” the committee said 
on Thursday 6th. It added that among other aims, the operation will seize the vehicles used by the smug-
glers to smuggle Libyan fuel starting from Thursday.

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”

New Player Threatens To Cut Off Oil Supply To Terminals
A new group alligned to the Haftar-backed House of Represent-
atives (HoR), calling itself the ‘Supreme Council for Oil, Gas and 
Water Resources in the Oases and the Basin’, has threatened to 
block the flow of crude oil from fields in eastern Libya to the oil 
export terminals, also in eastern Libya, since all the revenues 
are going to the central bank in Tripoli, in the west.

Analysis
With the Oil Crescent back under his control, it remains to be 
seen whether Field Marshal Haftar will return day to day con-
trol to the National Oil Company (NOC) or oversee operations 
with LNA-backed staff. The arrival of the ‘Supreme Council for 
Oil, Gas and Water Resources in the Oases and the Basin’ could 
complicate matters for the EU-backed GNA, with supplies from 
the Sharara oil field shut down again after just one week of op-
eration, due to ongoing fighting in the region between GNA and 
LNA factions. Global oil prices have already risen as a result, but 
Libya desperately needs to the production. The NOC has de-
clared force majeure on crude loadings from Sharara at Zawiya 
terminal. 
The relationship between the HoR and Russia will be of great 
concern to both the EU and US, who have backed the Govern-
ment of National Accord, which Haftar and the HoR do not rec-
ognise. The political olive branch recently presented by Russia 
to the GNA will cause further concern in the West at Russian 
influence in the country. 
The US is now taking Field Marshal Haftar’s Russian ties seri-
ously, and will retain a force in Libya, primarily to coordinate 
the fight against Daesh/ISIS, but with a secondary mission to 
observe any Russian encroachment in the region.

Ports currently operational in Libya are: Mellitah, Zawiyah, Trip-
oli, Misrata, Marsa El Brega, Tobruk, Al Khoms, Marsa El Hariga. 
Farwah, Bouri, Zuwarah, Zuetina and Es Sider.

Threat Assessment
News that GNA-backed naval and air assets are to be used to 
stop fuel smuggling is welcome on the face of it. However, the 
risks to vessels in Libya’s TTW is clear with two competing gov-
ernments and confusing paperwork and permissions to enter 
Libyan waters. Vessels transiting to Libya must ensure they have 
the correct authority prior to entering the country’s TTW or risk 
vessel seizure. Equally, LNA militias remain a threat to vessels 
entering Libyan waters without the correct paperwork. Vessels 
entering Libyan TTW’s are advised to ensure that they have the 
correct permissions from the relevant authorities before enter-
ing.
The GNA has kept its counsel over both Haftar’s retaking of Ras 
Lanuf and Es Sider, as well as the LNA’s vessel seizures. While 
the EU and other nations have concentrated on Haftar and his 
Russian connections, the GNA has not publicly been drawn into 
commenting on potential Russian involvement in the country, 
despite calls from Russia for “inclusive national dialogue”, pos-
sibly because they hope to strike a deal with Russia themselves. 
Both the UK and French ambassadors to Libya have now held 
meetings with Haftar, suggesting that the West is beginning to 
rethink its approach to the country, which could see support for 
the GNA wane in the EU.
MAST is able to provide risk assessments and crew training to 
improve situational awareness and risk appreciation. The addi-
tional threat to shipping should not be taken lightly. 

Control of Northern Libyan territory (April 10th 
2017)

Source: Wikimedia Commons

Controlled by the Tobruk led government

Controlled by the Government of National Accord

Controlled by ISIS

Controlled by local forces

Controlled by Tuareg forces
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“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”

Gulf of Guinea
The Financial Times reported on April 9th that former MEND commander and head of Global West Ves-
sel Specialists, Government “Tompolo” Ekpemupolo, who had a dubious financial deal with the former 
NIMASA management to protect Nigeria’s waters, may strike an amnesty deal with the Nigerian govern-
ment. Tompolo has been on the run for almost a year on money laundering charges. He has been ac-
cused of being behind a series of attacks on oil installations but denies any involvement. 

Incidents: 
1. MV duty team spotted a movement on forecastle deck area 
at around 0335 UTC in position 06:16N - 003:11E, approx 8nm 
S of Lagos coast, Nigeria. Alarm raised, assistance from Nige-
rian Navy ship requested. Following investigation, nobody was 
found on board and nothing was reported stolen. Reported 
April 4th (MDAT). 
2. Duty crew on routine rounds onboard an anchored bulk 
carrier noticed six robbers on the forecastle and immediately 
informed the duty officer on the bridge between 0100 - 0300 
UTC in position 05:52.11S – 013:02.49E, Congo River, Angola. 
Alarm and ships whistle sounded. Seeing the alerted crew, the 
robbers escaped in their boat with the stolen ship’s properties. 
Reported April 7th (IMB). 

Two Turkish nationals kidnapped in Nigeria: police
Gunmen have kidnapped two Turkish nationals from their hotel 
in southern Nigeria’s oil-rich Akwa Ibom state, police said Tues-
day 11th in the latest unrest to hit the restive Niger Delta. “Two 
Turkish nationals working for a construction company in Onna 
local government area were abducted from their hotel rooms 
on Sunday,” state police spokesman Chukwu Okechukwu told 
AFP.

Militants kill 5 policemen, 2 soldiers in Ikorodu 
An attempt by Niger Delta militants to kidnap residents in the 
Ishawo area of Ikorodu was met with resistance from the Joint 
Task Force on Sunday 9th. During the ensuing gunfight, five of-
ficers and two soldiers died. Militant casualties are unknown. 
 
Nigeria’s Mosimi oil depot resumes loading
Nigeria’s Mosimi oil depot has resumed operations after almost 
a year, when a major pipeline was vandalised last May, the state 
oil company said on Monday 10th.

Threat Assessment
To read MAST’s current Threat Assessment on the Gulf of Guin-
ea region, please click here.
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South East Asia
The much-anticipated signing of the Trilateral Maritime Patrol of Sulu and Sulawesi seas agreement here 
on Tuesday has been postponed as Philippines Defence Secretary Delfin Lorenzana will not be able to at-
tend the ceremony. Hishammuddin issued a media statement late on Sunday saying that the event had 
been postponed indefinitely, Malaysian media reported on April 10th.

Hijack 

Kidnap

Approach/Attack

Suspicious Activity 

Incidents: Nothing significant to report.

Sulu-Sulawesi sea patrol pact signing put off
Signing of the Trilateral Maritime Patrol of Sulu and Sulawesi 
seas agreement has been postponed indefinitely. The accord 
was supposed to be signed on April 11th. This means that the 
region will not see the proposed joint naval patrols for the time 
being.

Clashes in Bohol show Abu Sayyaf may be moving into central 
Philippines
Clashes between Philippine government forces and Abu Sayyaf 
Group (ASG) militants on Tuesday 11th left at least eight people 
dead in the island province of Bohol, a popular tourist destina-
tion. The incident raises fears that ASG terrorists may be moving 
operations into the central Philippines.

Sulu officials offer reward for info on Abu Sayyaf
Local officials of Sulu are giving rewards to informants with 
leads on the Abu Sayyaf Group in the island province. Lt. Gen. 
Carlito Galvez Jr., Commander of Western Mindanao Command 
(Westmincom), said the information provided by the local of-
ficials and the villagers have contributed to the rescue of hos-
tages and to major engagements with the Abu Sayyaf group.

Malaysian Islamic State recruiter now on US most-wanted list

The United States has put a 26-year-old Malaysian man on a 
list of most wanted terrorists as Philippine troops intensify an 
offensive against violent jihadists in the southern Philippines.
Malaysian police say that from an Islamic State base in Syria, 
Muhammad Wanndy Mohamad Jedi has been using social me-
dia to recruit Malaysians and plot terrorist attacks.

Duterte tells AFP: Wipe out Sayyaf
President Duterte ordered the military to “finish off” the Abu 
Sayyaf Group. During his visit at Camp Teodulfo Bautista in Jolo 
on Thursday April 6th, Duterte stressed to troops that the cam-
paign against the Abu Sayyaf Group and the war against illegal 
drugs should go “full force”.

North Korea lashes out at US Navy strike group move
North Korea has said it will defend itself “by powerful force of 
arms” in response to the US deployment of a Navy strike group 
to the Korean peninsula. The foreign ministry, quoted by state 
news agency KCNA, said the deployment showed “reckless 
moves for invading” had “reached a serious phase”.

Threat Assessment
To read MAST’s current Threat Assessment on the South East 
Asia region, please click here.

“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
and work”
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“Making the maritime environment a safer place to live 
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Central and South America 
US military forces patrolling the country’s southern approaches are under-resourced and overwhelmed 
by the flow of drugs and contraband coming north, military and Coast Guard leaders said in recent 
weeks. Both US Southern Command, which oversees military operations beyond Mexico’s southern bor-
der, and the US Coast Guard, have been strained by the scope of their duties and limitations on their 
budgets. As a result, their units can confront less than one-third of the drug shipments making their way 
to the US, Business Insider reported on April 10th.

Incidents: Nothing significant to report. 

Standing advice: 
The repercussions of a vessel being caught acting as a mule with 
drugs stowed will depend on the type, amount and national 
laws, but may be disruptive and costly. When and if operating 
in these areas, especially Columbia and Peru, it is advised that: 
• Potential stowage areas such as rudder shafts are   denied as 
far as possible, and/or routinely searched. 
• Access points are closely monitored by a vigilant watch for the 
duration of the vessel’s call at port. 

Hijack

Kidnap

Approach/Attack

Suspicious Activity 

Theft 
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Severe Weather Warnings 
Warnings detailed on this page are from the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) and are issued 
by respective Regional Specialised Metrological Centres, Tropical Cyclone Centres or National Meteoro-
logical Services. For further information on severe weather warnings please click here.   

Note: The forecasts are correct as of the day before publication. For latest updates please follow the provided links. 

MAST UK: +44 (0)1279 216 726 operations@mast-security.com www.mast-security.com

Nothing serious to report. 
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MAST Services
MAST has the experience, capability and global presence to provide comprehensive support 
to our clients.

 • Consultancy & risk management

 • Intelligence reports

 • Real time incident alerts

 • Technical security system design and installation

 • Training services

 • Physical security

 • ISPS services 

 • Travel management

 • Counter piracy

 • Explosives ordnance management/disposal

 • Security prevention and response services 

This report is copyright of Maritime Asset Security and Training (MAST) © 2017. All rights reserved.

This report is intended to provide general information about maritime intelligence topics but does not provide individual advice and the crea-
tors assume no liability for the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of any information contained herein, or though links you will find in it. 
Furthermore, using this report or sending MAST emails does not create a service provider- client relationship. It is intended only as an intro-
duction to ideas and concepts only. It should not be treated as a definitive guide, nor should it be considered to cover every area of concern 
or regarded as an advice.

If you copy from this report, you have to refer to Maritime Asset Security and Training (MAST) Ltd as the source of the copied material.

You may not, except with our express written permission, commercially exploit the content. 
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